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FOREWORD

Public participation is a national value and principle of governance that binds all state organs 
and officers. In addition, it is one of the principles that guide public finance in Kenya, as stated 
in the Constitution of Kenya 2010 (Article 201(a)). 

Accordingly, county governments are duty-bound to establish mechanisms for the public 
to participate directly in decision-making and implementation of those decisions in actual 
programmes and projects, as stated in the Inter-Governmental Relations Technical Committee 
(IGTRC) report, ‘The Status of Public Participation in National and County Governments’.

One of the structures set up to facilitate public participation on planning and budgeting are 
the County Budget and Economic Forums (CBEFs). They have a key role to play in all aspects of 
planning and budgeting including the preparation and development of County Fiscal Strategy 
Papers (CFSPs) and Budget Review and Outlook Papers (BROPs).

CBEFs play a key role in mainstreaming gender in the public participation process. CEBFs 
promote voice and agency of all genders by ensuring women are adequately represented, their 
challenges are highlighted and addressed; and they are involved in decision making process. 
In addition, CBEFs ensure women are involved in planning and budgeting county economic 
activities that improve women economic opportunities as well as access and control of assets.

I am grateful to our partners UN Women and UNDP for their support in making this report 
possible and look forward to working with then to ensure gender issues are taken into account 
at all levels in county governments.

Dr. Jane Kiringai, EBS
Chairperson, Commission on Revenue Allocation
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Training on own-source revenue for County Governments has been done on an ad-hoc basis by 
many different organisations including private firms, government agencies and development 
partners. Although many trainings on the subject have been conducted, County Government 
staff and policymakers still lack adequate capacity to execute their own-source revenue 
administration and legislation role fully.

The Commission has sought to develop a uniform way of training county governments on 
own-source revenue administration and legislation through a multi-agency task force. The goal 
of the multi-agency task force was to develop own-source revenue training guidelines.

The Multi-Agency task force was set-up to enable the Commission tap into the expertise and 
experience of several institutions. The Multi-agency consisted of: Commission on Revenue 
Allocation, Office of the Auditor General, Controller of Budget, The National Treasury, 
Kenya Revenue Authority, Kenya School of Revenue Administration, Kenya Institute of Public 
Policy Research Analysis, Kenya Law Reform Commission, Ministry of Petroleum, Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants of Kenya, Council of Governors, County Assemblies Forum, and 
the Ministry of Devolution and Arid and Semi-Arid Lands (ASAL). The Multi-agency task force 
had two layers: a Steering Committee and a Technical Committee. The Steering Committee 
provided the strategic direction and guidance while the technical committee developed the 
training guidelines.

The training guideline is aimed at  the county executive and county assembly specifically: 
Governors, County Executive Committee Members, Chief Officers, Speakers, Clerks, Members 
of the County Assembly, Budget and Finance Committee Members, Budget and Finance 
Committee Clerks, Internal Auditor, Audit Committee, Revenue Directors, Head of Revenue, 
Fiscal Analysts, Revenue Accountants, Cashiers, Sub-County Revenue Officers, Revenue 
Supervisors, Revenue Clerks and Enforcement Officers.

The training guideline covers four focus areas specifically: institutional, legal and policy 
frameworks guiding own-source revenue; own-source revenue administration practices; revenue 
accounting; Analysis and forecasting; and ethics and code of conduct. In addition, there is 
one module on cross-cutting issues. The training may be conducted using one or more of 
the recommended training methods which include: case study, group discussion, role-playing, 
demonstrations, lecture/exposition, questions and answer, brainstorming and coaching.

The development of the own-source revenue training guidelines has been supported by AHADI 
and Public Finance Management Reform (PFMR) Secretariat.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

The Commission on Revenue Allocation has a constitutional duty to advise County Governments 
to enhance their own-source revenue collection. The Commission works with all 47 County 
Governments with the aim of empowering them to develop a sustainable mechanism of 
collecting and managing their own-source revenue.  The goal is to enable counties become 
independent and make their own financial decision by reducing reliance on Nationally raised 
revenue.
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Figure 1: Aggregate annual revenue source for County Governments between Financial 
Year 2013-14 and 2018-19

A majority of the revenue received by County Government comes as shareable revenue transferred 
by the National Government. National Government transfer to County Governments includes 
equitable share and conditional grants. In the six years between the financial year 2013-14 and 
2018-19, the share of revenue counties raised to fund their budget constitute between 9 and 
12 per cent.

The low share of revenue for County Governments from own-source revenue is further 
exacerbated by unrealistic revenue forecasting. Over the past five years, the revenue collected 
ranged between 49 per cent and 75 per cent of the targeted collection as shown in Figure 
2. This is very low compared to the best practice of between 85 per cent and 115 per cent of 
targeted collection.
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Figure 2: Comparison between Own-Source Revenue targeted and actual collection

Several studies used to assess the revenue administration systems and structures of county 
Governments agree that there is inadequate technical capacity among revenue collectors and 
their supervisors1. Further, there have been no existing programs specific to county assemblies, 
and in FY 2019-2020 the Commission began an inaugural training of the county assemblies 
on own-source revenue. Although there is consensus on the need to provide technical capacity 
on revenue, no training guidelines exist that target revenue administration capacity building 
for both the technical and legislative arms of the county governments. 

1.2. The Rationale of the Counties’ Own Sources Revenue Training Guidelines

To improve own-source revenue collection, a prerequisite is to have technically capable 
revenue staff, supervisors, management and policymakers.  The National Treasury Manual of 
Accounting provides for recording revenue but has limited provision on revenue management. 
Other than the Accounting manual by the National Treasury, the Model County Revenue 
Legislation Handbook is an additional document available for capacity building County 
Governments. Comparing Kenya to other countries that implement fiscal decentralization, 
Uganda specifically has a revenue training manual on local government2 and the World Bank 
has published a book called Municipal Finance for Local Government.

It is against this background that the Commission seeks to enhance the technical capacity of 
County Government revenue staff, revenue supervisors, management and policymakers on 
the process of revenue collection, management and enhancement end-to-end. In this case, 
the Commission envisaged to improve county’s technical capacity by developing a training 
guideline that takes into consideration best practices within County Governments and 
internationally on revenue administration. The OSR Training Guidelines aim at enhancing the 
fiscal autonomy of County Governments through enhanced own source revenue collection for 
better revenue management practices.

1.3. Purpose of the Training Guidelines

The training guidelines seek to support County Governments enhance their technical capacity 
on own-source revenue administration. Specifically, the training guidelines seek:

1  National Policy on Own Source Revenue and County Revenue Baseline Study 2015 by Controller of Budget
2  Local Government revenue mobilisation, allocation and utilisation best practice training Manual
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1. To create uniformity in own-source revenue trainings;

2. To document knowledge and experience gathered on revenue enhancement; and

3. To provide trainers with a tool for training the County Government revenue staff, 
supervisors, management and policymakers.

The expected outputs of these training guidelines are: -

•	 A	uniform	training	guideline	on	own-source	revenue	management	to	all	47	Counties;

•	 A	revenue	administration	tool	for	reference	by	County	Governments;

•	 Enhanced	 capacity	 of	 revenue	 staff,	 supervisors,	 management	 and	 policymakers	 on	
own-source revenue administration.
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CHAPTER 2 

TRAINING TECHNIQUES

Training techniques enable the learner to discuss the content of the training and also facilitate 
active learning among learners. The suitability of a training technique to a training module 
needs to be appraised before being applied. When implementing the local revenue mobilisation 
training program, facilitators should apply appropriate training techniques based on the 
participants’ training needs and level of understanding.  Additionally, facilitators need to 
involve participants to share their experiences and expertise in regard to own-source revenue 
administration.

2.1. Case Study 

The case study is a training technique where learners are given information about a situation 
and are directed to make decisions or find a solution to a problem. The information provided 
should be as close to reality as possible. This technique gives participants a chance to practice 
tackling problems before they are involved in a “real” situation that may be difficult, confusing 
and frightening.  Participants can conduct case studies either as individuals and discuss as 
groups or as a group and discussion with the entire audience. 

2.2. Group Discussion 

In a group discussion, participants discuss issues they have been trained. This training 
technique enables learning to be derived from the participants rather than the facilitators. 
Group discussion enhance problem-solving skills which form and mould attitudes and clarifies 
personal values. It also stimulates interest and participants learn from one another. 

2.3. Role-playing 

In role-playing, participants are presented with a situation in which they act out the roles. The 
participants are selected and prepared for their roles. Additionally, the audience is prepared on 
how to behave during the presentation. 

2.4. Demonstrations 

In a demonstration, the facilitator shows the learners what to do and how to do it by actual 
performance. The facilitator indicates why, when, where, and how something is done. A 
demonstration is used for showing correct action, correct procedure, correct practices teaching 
a specific skill or technique. A demonstration is a step- by - step approach which gives 
participants a yardstick to aim. 

2.5. Lecture

A lecture is a straight talk or exposition and can use visual or other aids. In a lecture, there is 
no active group participation. A lecture is very appropriate where the facilitator knows more on 
the subject than the participants and where the size of the group is large. 
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2.6. Question and answer 

The question-answer session is a facilitator-participants’ discussion where the participants play 
an active role. The participant determines content to be discussed, and the questions enable 
the facilitator to determine knowledge of the participant on the subject. 

2.7. Brainstorming 

In brainstorming, participants suggest ideas on given issues which are discussed. The facilitator 
engages the participants in a brainstorming session by asking them general questions. 

2.8. Coaching 

Coaching is a one-to-one process which focuses on the practical improvement of specific skills. 

2.9. Training Materials 

 i. Flip Chart or large sheets of blank paper or blackboard 

 ii. Marker Pens, preferably of different colours or chalk 

 iii. Masking Tapes 

 iv. Handouts/Reference Notes 

 v. Pieces of plain cards (can be manila cards), preferably of different colours and sizes 

 vi. Projector (where possible)

2.10. Attributes of Facilitators

Facilitators of the Own Source Revenue training are required to be:

 i. Proficient and knowledgeable on Own Source Revenue matters. 

 ii. Conversant with this training guideline. 

 iii. Able to consult on the subject matter to enhance content and delivery. 

 iv. Ensure that all the training materials are in place and ready to be used. 

 v. Able to analyse and understand the trainee from various perspectives and 
considerations. 

 vi. Resourceful and creative 
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2.11. Attributes of the Trainee to Consider 

How the training will be delivered depends on the ability of the trainer to analyse and distinguish 
the trainees from various perspectives and considerations such as: 

•	 Education	background	

•	 Work	experience	and	level

•	 Age	range	

•	 Sex	/	gender	considerations	

•	 Group	Size

•	 Cultural	and	social	considerations	and	diversity

•	 Any	disability	or	persons	who	are	enabled	differently
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CHAPTER 3 

TRAINING MODULES

3.1. GOVERNORS

3.1.1 Rationale

a) Role of Governors – Making, approving and implementing county policies and legislation; 
institutional revenue structures i.e. the role of Governor in fiscal policy

b) The Governors are indeed the Champions of revenue administration reforms

3.1.2 Course Objectives

By the end of the training/session, the governors should be able to:

i. Identify the legal, regulatory and institutional framework guiding own source revenue 
administration

ii. Distinguish the role of OSR in county financial independence and create an enabling 
business environment

3.1.3 Course Outline

1. Legal, regulatory and institutional framework in Own Source Revenue administration

a. Policy and legislations guiding OSR, 

b. Effective delegation in revenue administration

c. Intergovernmental relationship in OSR

2. OSR legislation

a. Rules governing rate setting

b. Comparative county budget financing

c. Revenue reforms that improve OSR performance

d. Budget credibility in own-source revenue forecasting

e. Social accountability

3. OSR Management

a. OSR management in urban areas and cities

b. Revenue evidence-based budgeting/ aligning revenue targets to budgets
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c. Appreciate potential revenue in OSR 

d. Ethical practices in OSR

e. Collaboration with key stakeholders within the County for OSR

f. Role of governors in contract management of outsourced revenue collection

g. OSR and business environment

h. Gender equity and protection of marginalized in OSR generation

Training duration: half a day

Recommended training technique

Trainers to include best practices. Consider panel discussion and Keynote speakers.

3.2. COUNTY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS

3.2.1 Rationale

a) The CECs are the principal policy and technical advisers to the Governor on matters 
Own Source Revenue

b) Oversee OSR and the staff in their departments

3.2.2 Course Objectives

By the end of the course, the CECs should be able to:

i. Identify the legal, institutional and policy framework guiding own source revenue 
administration

ii. Prepare county own source revenue policies, legislations and regulations

iii. Formulate Own Source Revenue strategy 

iv. Manage OSR within the County

v. Implement fiscal decentralization the Kenyan context

vi. Understand County fiscal policies

vii. Maintain fiscal legitimacy

3.2.3 Course Outline

a. Legal and policy frameworks guiding OSR administration
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b. Fiscal decentralization the Kenyan context

c. Policy and legislations guiding OSR, 

d. Effective delegation in revenue administration

e. Intergovernmental relationship in OSR 

f. County fiscal policies – development and alignment to national policies

1. Institutional frameworks guiding OSR

a. Revenue administration procedures

b. Revenue administration structures

c. Development of OSR legislation

 i. Rate setting (tariff and pricing policy) framework

 ii. Comparative county budget financing

 iii. Revenue forecast and Analysis

 iv. Social accountability mechanism

 v. Monitoring the impact of revenue policies 

2. OSR Management

a. Revenue evidence-based budgeting / aligning revenue targets to budgets

b. Internal controls in own-source revenue administration 

c. Standards and financial reporting for OSR

d. Fiscal legitimacy – charges/fee levied matching service delivery

e. Revenue staff performance management-contracting, monitoring and standards

f. Cross-sectoral linkages in OSR Management

g. Intra-county and inter-county dispute resolution in OSR -Arbitration, mediation, 
negotiation, conciliation, and litigation.

h. Role of social accountability and fiscal contracting in enhancing OSR

i. Negotiation skills and lobbying; 

j. OSR management in urban areas and cities

k. Monitoring revenue performance
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l. Evaluate sustainable revenue strategies 

m. Technology and Innovation in revenue administration 

n. Appreciate revenue project management

o. Distinguish procedures for reviewing audited revenue accounts and follow up on 
audit queries

p. Gender equity and protection of marginalized in OSR generation

3. Emotional intelligence and decision making

a. Aspects of emotional intelligence and its role in decision making

 i. Self-awareness

 ii. Self-management 

 iii. Social awareness and 

 iv. Relationship management

b. Personality and behaviour Management

Training Duration: 3 days

Recommended training technique

Trainers to include: group discussion, case study, brainstorming and question and answer

3.3. SPEAKER/CLERKS/MEMBERS OF THE COUNTY ASSEMBLY

3.3.1 Rationale

a) The assembly is charged with the enactment of appropriate legislation for OSR

b) They participate in OSR generation, and the success of the same depends on their 
goodwill

3.3.2 Course Objective

By the end of the training/session, the participants should be able to:

i. Identify the legal provision guiding own source revenue administration

ii. Distinguish the role of OSR in county financial independence and creation of enabling 
business environment
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iii. Explain the importance of legislation to OSR performance

iv. Discuss the importance of oversight to OSR administration

v. Understand the role of technology and innovation in revenue management

vi. Understand fiscal decentralization the Kenya context

3.3.3 Course Outline

1. Legal and policy frameworks guiding OSR administration

a. Fiscal decentralization the Kenyan context

b. Policy and legislations guiding OSR, 

c. OSR legislation

 i. Rules governing rate setting

 ii. Comparative county budget financing

 iii. Revenue reforms that improve OSR performance

 iv. Budget credibility in own-source revenue forecasting

 v. Social accountability

 vi. OSR administration legislating for urban areas and cities

 vii. Gender equity and protection of marginalized in OSR legislations

2. OSR oversight

a. Financial reporting of OSR performance

b. Indicators of revenue collection performance

c. Development of procedures for reviewing audited revenue accounts and follow up 
on audit queries

d. Independent check and balance in OSR oversight

e. Role of County Assembly on County OSR oversight

3. Responsible representation in OSR-related matters

4. Role of community sensitisation in enhancing compliance  

5. OSR technology and innovation practices 

a. Application of technology in revenue administration
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b. Revenue administration innovation

c. Budgeting for OSR automated revenue management system

Training duration: 1 Day

Recommended Training Technique

Trainers to include best practices. Consider panel discussion and Keynote speakers. 

Note: This training is meant to be done for one county assembly together with their Speaker, or 
all Speakers or all clerks. The training is not intended to mix all the county assembly members, 
clerks and speakers.

3.4. BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE MEMBERS AND COMMITTEE CLERKS

3.4.1 Rationale

a) The budget and finance committee is charged with the responsibility of scrutinizing 
governance activities, policies and programmes and assessing whether they meet the 
intended objectives of legislation, policy frameworks and development plans; and 
providing a platform for public participation in the execution of specified business

a) They are the technical committee on matters financial and their support and goodwill 
in their reporting plays a fundamental role in enhanced OSR generation and utilization

3.4.2 Course Objectives

By the end of the course, the learners should be able to:

i. Guide on the own-source revenue administration legal framework

ii. Discuss the role of county assembly in fostering county financial independence 

iii. Discuss the role of county assembly in fostering economic competitiveness

iv. Effectively legislate County own-source revenue administration laws

v. Develop procedures for OSR oversight

vi. Understand county fiscal policies

3.4.3 Course Outline

1. Legal and policy frameworks guiding OSR administration

a) Fiscal decentralization the Kenyan context
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b) Analyse national policy and legislations guiding OSR, 

c) Development of OSR legislation

i) Rate setting (tariff and pricing policy) framework

ii) Comparative county budget financing

iii) Revenue forecast and Analysis

iv) Social accountability mechanism

v) Monitoring the impact of revenue policies- surveillance and intelligence-based 
data gathering in monitoring and evaluation.

vi) OSR administration legislating for urban areas and cities

vii) Gender equity and protection of marginalized in OSR legislation

2. OSR oversight mechanism

a) Procedures for reviewing audited revenue accounts and follow up on audit queries

b) Leadership and integrity code of conduct within the Oversight of OSR

Training duration: 5 Days

Recommended training technique

Trainers to include case study, group discussion, role-playing, demonstration, brainstorming 
and question and answer

 

3.5. CHIEF OFFICER

3.5.1 Rationale

a. The principal technical officer in the Department and oversees OSR generation, 
utilisation and realisation of the value of money

b. They supervise and coordinate the entire Department 

c. They also coordinate and collaborate with other departments within the County for 
efficient revenue generation 

d. They formulate revenue policies for the County
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3.5.2 Course Objectives

By the end of the course, the participants should be able to:

i. Identify fundamental legal, regulatory and institutional framework provisions in 
revenue management

ii. Identify applicable leadership and human resources management for OSR

iii. Distinguish implementable revenue enhancement strategies

iv. Compare risk exposure areas in OSR 

v. Discuss the significance of OSR fiscal planning, forecasting and management

vi. Discuss the role of technology and innovation in OSR

vii. Implement Fiscal decentralization the Kenyan context

viii. Develop county fiscal policies

3.5.3 Course Outline

1. Legal, regulatory and institutional framework for revenue management

a. Legal Framework

i. National legislation

ii. Implications of county revenue legislation

b. Policy Framework including revenue streams

c. Institutional Framework

d. Fiscal decentralization Kenyan context

e. County fiscal policies – development and alignment to the national policies.

2. Role of leadership and human resources management in revenue management

a. Dealing with emerging challenges in OSR

b. Mentoring and coaching

c. Revenue structure and staffing

d. Revenue staff performance management 

e. Monitoring of revenue performance trends and surveillance and intelligence-
based data gathering in monitoring and evaluation

f. Evaluation of revenue strategies
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g. Ethics and integrity in revenue administration

h. Aspects of emotional intelligence and its role in decision making

i. Personality and behaviour management

3. OSR Fiscal Planning, Forecasting and Management

a. Aligning budgets to revenues

b. OSR auditing, compliance and assurance (to check the accuracy, compliance to 
reporting framework)

c. Fiscal legitimacy – charges/fee charged matching service delivery

d. Standards and financial reporting for OSR 

e. Revenue components in county planning framework 

f. OSR performance analytics

g. Cost accounting for revenue,

h. Revenue optimisation techniques - Cost-Benefit Analysis, Pareto Analysis, 
Regression Models and Correlations

4. Revenue Management Automation

a. Standards and guidelines of Revenue Management System contracting

b. Service level agreements

c. OSR management in urban areas and cities

d. Data management and analytics 

e. Detection and prevention of system fraud

5. Conflict Management and Teamwork

a. Revenue resolution dispute mechanisms

b. Techniques and approaches to conflict resolution

c. Team and group formation

 i. Importance of teams

 ii. Efficiency in team management

 iii. Participation in team management and

 iv. Delegation
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6. Revenue enhancement strategies

a. Negotiation skills and lobbying; 

b. Stakeholder engagement

c. Social accountability and public participation

d. Taxpayers sensitizations on importance of paying taxes and charges/fees levied.

e. Assessing and enhancing compliance in practice

f. Attitudes of tax collectors

g. Gender equity and protection of marginalized in OSR generation

7. Project Management on OSR

a. Revenue project identification

b. Project planning and designing

c. Feasibility studies

d. Project financing and risk management

e. OSR project implementation

Training duration: 4 days

3.6. INTERNAL AUDITOR/AUDIT COMMITTEE

3.6.1 Rationale

a. They audit the systems, the accounting and the reports of the departments

b. They audit compliance of the County and national standards, policies and regulations 
governing the revenue management and administration

c. They review revenue collection and management procedures and systems

d. They are independent and oversight over own source revenue management

3.6.2 Course Objectives

By the end of the course, the participants should be able to:

i. Distinguish compliance to revenue administration legal, institutional and policy 
framework
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ii. Demonstrate capacity to audit own-source revenue internal controls

iii. Demonstrate capacity in reviewing the risk management framework

iv. Maintain fiscal legitimacy in OSR

3.6.3 Course Outline

1. Legal and policy frameworks guiding OSR administration

a. Policy and legislations guiding OSR

2. Institutional frameworks guiding OSR

a. Revenue administration procedures

b. Revenue administration structures 

3. OSR Management

a. Fiscal legitimacy – charges/fee charged matching service delivery

b. Internal control in own-source revenue administration 

c. Risk management in Own Source Revenue

d. Standards and financial reporting for OSR

e. Procedures for reviewing audited revenue accounts and follow up on audit 
queries

f. OSR management in urban areas and cities

g. Oversight over OSR management

h. Procedures for auditing own source revenue 

i. Revenue fraud schemes related to OSR

Training duration: 1 day

Recommended training technique

Trainers to include Case study, demonstration and question and answer
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3.7. REVENUE DIRECTOR/HEAD OF REVENUE/FISCAL ANALYST

3.7.1 Rationale

a. They are charged with the supervision of the OSR administration and management

b. Advisory to the department

c. Budgeting process, risk analysis and management

d. Fiscal Analyst conducts the planning for the county based on the forecasted revenues

3.7.2 Course Objectives

By the end of the course, the participants should be able to:

 i. Identify applicable legal provisions of revenue management

 ii. Compare applicable strategies for revenue mapping, collections, accounting, 
reporting and enforcement

 iii. Apply appropriate leadership and human resources management practices 

 iv. Conduct revenue forecasting, modelling and analytics

 v. Explain applicable innovation and technology in revenue management

 vi. Distinguish risk exposure areas in OSR and its management 

 vii. Understand county fiscal policies

3.7.3 Course Outline

1. Legal, regulatory and institutional framework for revenue management

a. Legal Framework

i. National legislation

ii. County revenue legislation

b. Policy Framework guiding OSR

c. Institutional Framework

d. County fiscal policies – development and alignment to the national policies

2. Revenue mapping, collection, accounting, reporting and enforcement

a. Revenue mapping and identification of potential revenue streams

b. Report writing
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c. OSR auditing, compliance and assurance (to check the accuracy, compliance 
to reporting framework)

d. Techniques and approaches to conflict resolution

e. Standards and financial reporting for OSR 

f. Monitoring of revenue performance trends - Target Settings and performance 
metrics and parameters

g. OSR management in urban areas and cities

h. Surveillance and intelligence based data gathering in Monitoring and 
Evaluation

i. Evaluation of revenue strategies

j. Revenue base expansion

k. Gender equity and protection of marginalized in OSR generation

l. Revenue enforcement practices

m. Assessing and enhancing compliance in practice

n. Procedures for reviewing audited revenue accounts and follow up on audit 
queries

3. Role of Leadership and Human Resources Management in Revenue Management

a. Mentoring and coaching

b. Revenue department structure and staffing

c. Revenue staff performance management 

d. Ethics and integrity in revenue administration

e. Training and development for revenue staff

f. Conflict management and teamwork

g. Communication and coordination 

4. Revenue Management Automation

a. Standards and guidelines of Revenue Management System (RMS) contracting

b. Service level agreements

c. Data management and analytics 
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d. Detection and prevention of system fraud

e. Automating revenue administration

f. Efficient implementation of RMS

5.  Forecasting, modelling and analytics 

a. Techniques for revenue forecasting

b. Scenario Building

c. Revenue optimisation techniques - cost-benefit analysis (value for money), 
pareto analysis, regression models & correlations and cost accounting for 
revenue

d. Budgeting for revenue – aligning OSR to County budgets

6. Risk Management in OSR

a. Risk Assessment

b. Risk identification (Financial, Operational, Economic, Legal and System)

c. Mitigation Strategies

Training duration: 10 day

Recommended training technique

Trainers to include lecture, Case study, group discussion, demonstration and question and 
answer, and brainstorming.

3.8. REVENUE ACCOUNTANTS/CASHIERS

3.8.1 Rationale

a. The accountants undertake the reconciliation of revenues

b. They generate revenues

c. They supervise the utilisation of revenue management system 

3.8.2 Course Objectives

By the end of the course, the participants should be able to:

 i. Identify the policy and legal framework guiding OSR
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 ii. Distinguish ways of generating, analysing, reconciling and developing revenue reports

 iii. Demonstrate automation best practices in revenue management

3.8.3 Course Outline

1. Policy and legal framework for revenue management

i) Policy framework guiding osr

ii) Legal Framework

a. National legislation

b. County revenue legislation

2. OSR Financial Reporting 

a. Revenue banking and reconciliation 

b. Revenue records management; maintenance of ledgers and books of accounts

c. Cost accounting for revenue 

d. Standards and financial reporting for OSR 

e. Procedures for reviewing audited revenue accounts and follow up on audit queries

3. Automation of Revenue Management 

a. Benefits of automating revenue accounting 

b. Analysis of OSR automated reports

c. Detection and prevention of system fraud

Training duration: 2 day

Recommended training technique

Trainers to include Case study , demonstration and question and answer
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3.9. SUB–COUNTY REVENUE OFFICERS/REVENUE SUPERVISORS

3.9.1 Rationale

a. They supervise revenue clerks and ensure adherence to the legal provisions in revenue 
administration

b. Report writing and feedback

c. Data collection and management

d. Ensure adherence to automation and efficient use of revenue management system

e. Identify and mitigate risks in revenue administration

3.9.2 Course Objectives

By the end of the course, the learners should be able to:

 i. Explain applicable legal and policy framework on OSR

 ii. Identify leading of cohesive revenue team which observes ethical practices

 iii. Identify implementable strategies for revenue mapping, collection, cash management, 
accounting and enforcement

 iv. Discuss Coordination of data collection at sub-county level to support the revenue 
forecasting process

 v. Demonstrate automation best practices in revenue management

3.9.3 Course Outline

1. Legal, regulatory and institutional framework for revenue management

a. Legal Framework

i. National legislation

ii. County revenue legislation

b. Policy Framework guiding OSR

c. Institutional Framework

2. Leadership and Human Resources Management

a. Communication and coordination

b. Supervision and delegation

c. Customer care management
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d. Ethics, integrity and accountability

e. Staff performance management 

f. Conflict management and teamwork

3. Data collection and report writing

i) Revenue streams mapping

ii) Revenue reporting frameworks

iii) The utilisation of reports and timely reporting, 

iv) Revenue performance monitoring using surveillance and intelligence based data 
gathering in monitoring and evaluation

v) Revenue trends analysis

vi) Coordination and compilation/collation of reports

vii) Procedures for reviewing audited revenue accounts and follow up on audit queries

4. Cash management 

a. Revenue receipting, banking and reconciliation

b. Cash handling and security, 

c. Responsibility and integrity in cash management.

5. Risk Management

a. Identification, detection and prevention of fraud

b. Handling of fraud and theft 

c. Mitigation Methods

6. ICT and Revenue Management

a. Efficient operation and utilisation of RMS, 

b. Administration of Points of Sale, 

c. Monitoring the availability and accessibility of RMS

Training duration: 5 day

Recommended training technique

Trainers to include lecture, Case study, group discussion, demonstration and question and 
answer, and brainstorming.
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3.10. REVENUE CLERKS

3.10.1 Rationale

a. The collectors of revenues (levies, taxes and cess)

b. Reconciliation of revenue

c. Application of the technology in revenue management

d. Communicate with the citizens who pay the revenues

e. Observe the policy and legislative guidelines in revenue management

f. Observe the rules of ethics and Integrity in their assignment

3.10.2 Course Objectives

By the end of the course, the participants should be able to:

 i. Identify the policy and legal framework guiding OSR

 ii. Discuss teamwork and upholding integrity and ethical practices in the execution of 
their assignments

 iii. Identify sources of revenue

 iv. Discuss accounting for revenue streams

 v. Discuss proper communication skills and management of customer relationships

 vi. Demonstrate automation best practices in revenue management

3.10.3 Course Outline 

The course with cover the following areas:

1. Policy and legal framework for revenue management

a. Legal Framework

i. National legislation

ii. County revenue legislation

b. Policy Framework guiding OSR
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2. Ethics and integrity

a. Ethics, integrity and accountability

b. Coordination, conflict management and teamwork

3. Revenue accounting and reporting

a. Enumeration of revenue sources

b. Receipting 

c. Security of receipts and counterfoils, 

d. Cash handling and security

e. Fraud detection and prevention in cash handling and receipting 

f. Responsibility and integrity in cash management.

g. Revenue banking and reconciliation

h. Revenue records management; 

i. OSR management in urban areas and cities

4. Communication and customer care Skills 

a. Customer care management

b. Effective communication 

c. Etiquette and personal grooming

d. Protection and observing human rights and dignity; 

5. ICT and revenue management

a. Efficient operation and utilisation of RMS, 

b. Administration of points of sale, 

c. Monitoring the availability and accessibility of RMS

Training duration: 5 day

Recommended training technique

Trainers to include lecture, Case study, group discussion, demonstration and question and 
answer, and brainstorming.
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3.11. ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS

3.11.1 Rationale

a. Observe the policy and legislative guidelines in revenue management

b. Maintain human dignity and rights in their enforcement assignments

c. Ensure compliance with the enforcement practices

d. Observe the rules of ethics and Integrity in their assignment

3.11.2 Course Objectives

By the end of the training/session, the participants should be able to:

i. Identify county policies and legislation guiding OSR

ii. Discuss human rights and dignity upholding  

iii. Identify compliance and enforcement practices

iv. Demonstrate upholding of ethics, accountability and integrity in the execution of 
assignments

3.11.3 Course Outline

1. Overview of county legislations guiding OSR

a. Basic legal provisions of revenue collection

b. Protection and observing human rights and dignity 

c. Enforcement methods – the collaboration with relevant stakeholders 

d. Conservation of evidence and exhibits

2. Concepts of Revenue Administration

a. Enumeration of revenue sources

b. Revenue records management 

c. ICT and automation in revenue collection 

d. Ethics and integrity practices in revenue collection

e. Reconciliation of daily collections and bank deposits

f. Gender equity and protection of marginalized in OSR generation

3. Customer Relationship Management

a. Customer Engagement 
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 i. Effective listening

 ii. Handling customer queries

 iii. Feedback mechanisms

 iv. Conflict management 

Training duration: 3 day

Recommended training technique

Trainers to include lecture, Case study, group discussion, demonstration and question and 
answer, and brainstorming.

3.12. CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES

The following courses should be incorporated into all training modules since they are cross-
cutting issues that touch all levels of revenue administration.

3.12.1 Communication 

i) Effective communication; listening skills, feedback

ii) Role of communication in revenue administration

iii) Message encoding and dissemination

iv) Communication channels, i.e. oral and written channels

v) Types of communication

vi) Inclusivity in communication

vii) Dissemination of revenue targets and strategies

viii) Barriers to communication

ix) Creating a conducive environment for communication

3.12.2 Risk management

i) Types of risks

ii) Sources of risks

iii) Cost of risks

iv) Risk analysis/profiling

v) Mitigation strategies
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3.12.3 Leadership and integrity

i) Mentoring and coaching

ii) Ethics and integrity

iii) Types of leadership

iv) Succession management

3.12.4 Compliance and enforcement

i) Alternative methods of enforcing compliance

ii) Revenue monitoring and surveillance and intelligence-based data gathering in 
monitoring and evaluation

iii) Enforcement strategies/methods

iv) Alternative dispute resolutions mechanisms

3.12.5 Emotional intelligence

i) Self-awareness

ii) Self-management

iii) Social awareness

iv) Relationship management

3.12.6 OSR performance management

i) Performance measurement tools

ii) Reporting

iii) Target setting

iv) Monitoring performance 

v) Surveillance and intelligence-based data gathering in Monitoring and Evaluation

vi) Control mechanisms 

3.12.7 Fiscal Decentralization the Kenyan Context

i) The objects of Devolution

ii) The revenue sharing

iii) The revenue – raising powers 
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CHAPTER 4 TRAINING EVALUATION

In order for any training to succeed, it is critical that evaluation of the same must be done. This 
will not only enhance future training and similar assignments but also provides feedback to 
the facilitators and training coordinators on how the training was conducted and the content 
delivered.

EVALUATION FORM

NAME OF TRAINING: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FACILITATOR: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

COUNTY: ---------------------------------------- Venue: ---------------------------------------------- 

Date: -----------------------------------------------------------

Instructions 

Fill in this evaluation form by ticking the box that most closely represents your feelings about 
the following aspects of the training. 

Item under review Excellent Very 
Good

Good Satisfactory Fair Poor Very 
Poor

Facilitators knowledge of the 
subject matter 
Clarity of facilitators
Time Management 
Length of sessions (duration)
Time management during 
sessions
Availability of training mate-
rials/ handouts 
The simplicity of training 
materials/handouts
The relevance of issues cov-
ered to participants 
The venue of the training 
Administration of the pro-
gramme 
Logistics provided 
Fulfilling your expectations
Other (Please state) 
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Other Remarks (Recommendations) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… ……………………………
……………………………………………………………………… …………………………………………………………
………………………………………… ………………………………………………………………………………………
…………… …………………………………………………………………………………………………… ………………
…………………………………………………………………………………… ……………………………………………
………………………………………………… 

THANK YOU
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